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Two WQRl radio hosts have been fired for re-
peating the controversial words of Don Imus, who
referred to the Rutger's Women basketball players
as "nappy headed hos.- The hosts sent out a press
release to area media sources claiming censorship
and violations to their first amendment rights.
Program Director Mike Martelli fired hosts
Jonathan Porter and Dana Peloso from their radio
show "Morning Again," a political talk show that
aired weekly, for "disobeying direct orders from
management, failure to log in to shows and not at-
. . ~.-.......,.,..........------~
the word of the suspension from Martelli. They
oaid Martelli had been heavily influenced by VICe
President of. 8twIeut ABain John Kine in making
Ilia deeiaion.
~e are applying for a new FCC license and at
any time, they can come down for a meeting. Be-
cause of FCC constraints at this time, it is a piv-
otal moment for us," Martelli said.
On a special edition of their radio show on
April 15, Porter and Peloso d.iscus8ed the lmus
issue with special guests in the political field.
King had asked WQRI in advance to shut off the
speakers in the Recreation Center for Accepted
Students Day. However, they had not been shut
of!.
"I reminded [General Manager) Keri
[LeComte] to turn off the speakers because it was
Accepted Students Day," King said. "When we
have a major event, there are lots of people direct·
ing them so we shut the speakers off so there is no
confusion. I mentioned to Keri in passing that the
speakers were not off, and people had complainea
of the content."
According to Porter and Peloso, on Monday
April 23. Martelli called. them into his office and
told them that be did not want those words said on
the radio.
"It makes no sense that other news sources
could say it. but we could not," Porter said. "J saw
that as censorship. We made it clear to him
[Martelli] that we would have the same discussion
[about censorship] on our next sho........
Peloso agreed. "We bad an understanding that
it rruesday's show] would encompass the lmus sit-
uation and our free speech."
However, ~fartelli claims that after the meet-
ing with Porter and Peloso, ·~e were all in agree-
ment that the phrase should not be said."
According to professor of political studies June
Speakman, the issue is not one of legality as RWU
is not a public institution. Universities have the
right to regulate.
''It is a matter ofbest practice and ethics," said
Speakman. "If I had been in Martelli's position. I
wouldn't have taken the first action. The expres·
sion ?las used in every media outlet. It became
overused. to the point where we have become numb
See WQRI: p. 4
Courtney Nugent
Features Editor
For the first time in three years, the Roger
Williams University Spring Concert has com-
pletely sold out.
With 1,600 tickets sold solely to RWU stu-
dents within four days, students will be lining up
for the sold outconcen on Wednesday, May 2;in
order to see Ludacris and a special guest perform.
The CEN Spring Concert last sold out when Ma-
roon 5 came to play in 2004.
The concert. which is normally held on the
Thursday leading up to Spring Weekend. will
this year be held a week later. It will take place
in the Field House in the event of rain. CRN said.
Many students waited in line in front of the
Campus R~tionCenter for over an hour to re-
ceive their $20 tickets on Tuesday and Wednes-
day.
According to CEN, RWU was able to nab Lu·
dacris at the last minute when another univer-
sity withdrew its bid.
Ludacris won two Grammys earlier this year
for Best Rap Song and Best Rap Album. He cur-
rently has a hit on the charts, "Runaway Love,"
featuring Mary J. Blige. Ludacris has also tried
his hand in acting with a role in the 2004 Acad-
emy Award winner for Best Picture, "Crash."
. The doors will open at 7:00 p.m. and the con-
cert will begin at 7:45 p.m. 'The concert is 18+.
Ludacris concert
tickets sold out
Moooveouf, winter... WQRI hosts
~t's Earth Day! • fired f<?r
repeatIng
Imuswords
....."-
President RoyJ.Krrschel e:cplores life as ajarmer by milling a cowan the
quad Wednesday. 1\00 cows from a local/arm attended Earth Day on
campus. The visit marked the beginning 0/a partnership with Rhody
Frm Milk which will be.smJed throuyh University Dining Services.
·THE·
MkurlH..tr!
Students wait in fine outside the Recrtation Center Tues-
day to buy ticketSfor the upcoming Lttdacris, concert.
Bristol, RJ
Fire engulfs
.FedEx truck
Phil Devitt
News Editor
The Campus Recreation Center
and Bayside apartments were evac-
uated Thursday afternoon when a
Federal Express truck carrying a
package containing chemicals
caught fire while parked between
the gym and mailroom.
Bristol police and firefighters ar-
rived. on scene at around 12:45 p.m.,
minutes after the fire broke out.
Paramedics also responded, but no
one was injured, according to a
statement released Thursday by
Public Affairs.
The fire was contained to the
truck but Publi Safety Director
Brendan Doherty ordered the evac-
uations as a precautionary measure.
As students gathered outside, police
cordoned off the area, restricting ac-
cess to th a- ana bloc"king
the road leading to'&yside and the
road between the Commons and Ad-
mission office:
By Thursday night, the truck
had been removed and the roads
were open. The status of the truck's
other deliveries was not immedi-
ately known. Public Affairs said any
updates on the-fire would be sent out
through e-mail.
.:.P.::Bg~e:.:2::.- The Pulse 1'h=e:.:H:::B:;w;,:k';,:8:.:H:::e::.ral=d_,..:F'ri=·da:y!.!.•..:.Ap=riJ:.;2::.;7~•.::200=7_
Spring Weekend!!!
Wait, so Say Anything isn't our concert?
'.Il'I~lfJ.r '1Ii,1Il_•._.•..
J)D....
that needs a water stop and Porto.
potty halfway through it. However,
whether you're excited for Luda or
not, I think. most would agree that
next year the concert needs to move
back to its normal Thursday home.
So rm here to help CEN get an e~ly
jump on the search process for next
year's concert to make sure it occurs
on the right date. Here are my sug-
gestions:
Talking Heads - Hey, our com-
mencement speakers are Rhode Is-
landers. So why don't we get Rhode
Island's most famous musica.l group
to play for us as well? Then, while
they're playing, everyone can drink
coffee milk, eat Rhode Island Red's,
and talk about '"Family Guy."
President Nirsche1- This is not
a joke. Anyone who has ever seen
him give a graduation speech knows
that every year Nirsche1 breaks into
the lyrics of some song. Last year it
was "Bad Day" by Daniel Powter.
My hopes Cor what song he uses for
my graduation? Either "Maneater"
or "White and Nerdy," or possibly
both.
Nancy Paolino and the Black Tie
Band - Specializing in Rhode Island
weddings, The Black Tie Band, or
lITB as they like to he called, can
provide a range oC music, including
Cher, The Bee Gees, and Bett Mi-
dler. All that fantastic music and it
should he really easy to book.
Hanson - Baha, not really. Still,
did everyone see those fake signs put
up across campusadv~ the
bond coming to JlWtl!'"." iilifI.
ously looked like the real thing.
Whoever came up with that idea and
all those posters was a genius. I wish
I knew who you were so that I could
, shake your hand.
Wingsfl'he Ringo Star Band!
David GilmourlPete Townshend -
The theme is London, right? Why
not get all the former British rock
icons that are still living together
and have them perform? You could
grab whoever is still remaining from
the Rolling Stones, too. (Wait,
they're all still alive?) And OK, so
the theme will be different next
year, but it could still apply if we
make the nen theme 'Aging Rock
Stars Past Their Primes.' Hey, if
'Bloody Good Time' can be a theme,
then why not that?
Smash Mouth - Why them?
Well, recently their lead singer had
to appear on the Surreal Life to try
and regain some publicity, so I can
pretty much absolutely guarantee
their sch~ule is wide open. Plus,
maybe they1l bring around Gary
Coleman, Vanilla Ice or any number
of other 'Surreal Lifers' with them.
Anyway, I hope everyone enjoys
their weekend and does not have to
make multiple hospital trips. Ciao.
So it's Spring
Week...oh wow,
sorry, I think I
just had an or·
gasm. Spring
Week is like
heaven on earth. I
know I often eng- ~./~__.!-'':;',gerate about -
things in this col- Jim Dugan
Herald Staff
umn, but seri-
ously, Spring
Week and the week leading up to it
is the greatest, most phenomenal,
fantastic, miraculous time of the
year that I really need to invent a
word to sum it all up: Gre-
anomentaticlous.
I can still remember all of my
Spring Weeks before this year's new
memories arrive. I still have my cow-
boy hat from my freshman year, pho-
tos from the red carpet dance
sophomore year (actually, this is un-
fortunate; see, I was dressed as Tom
Cruise in "Risky Business," Yeahhh,
gotta love Facebook pictures when
you're not wearing pants), and I'm
pretty sure my knees are still
messed up from last year's iriflatable
obstacle course.
But no matter what, Spring
Week is guaranteed. to leave an
amazing memory. You may have no-
ticed earlier that I referred to it as
Spring "Week" instead of "Weekend.."
That's because at some point in the
past. it was decided that there were
not nearl enou~ hours in Spring
ee en to 0 the fun things
that must be done. Once t.hi8 "u de-
termined., Spring Week was formed,
along with the giant board of things
that must be done during that time
period. On this board is every magi-
cal night a college student can
dream of. having, plus a few nights
rd already like to forget. This year
the board had to be even bigger
though, since the concert no longer is
in its normal spot.
Speaking of the concert, I think
the time period that led up to the an-
nouncement of Ludacris was one of
the funniest things ever. I must have
heard. 20 different bands or singers
who were supposed to be coming
here, including about five I had
never even heard of. It was hilarious
though, especially since everyone
was so positive they heard the right
band. From what I've heard. about
the search period, it is possible that
at some point, we bid on getting
every single one of these bands.
But anyways, I'm totally sure
how I feel about the change in the
concert date. It completely changes
the foundation of Spring Weekend.
At the same time, Ludacris is a
pretty sick concert, even if we now
have to pay four times 8S much
money 8S normal, and wait in a line
•
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Hawk's Herald's last issue is May 4. Send in your
summer and post-graduation plans for publication,
hawksherold@gmail,com
Correction:
In the April 13 issue, in a letter
to the editor. Diana DeQuattro
was listed as the class of 20to.
she is the class of 2009.
Dt.Cr"'m ..... J riS
~""'_.F
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News Page 3
Iran a nuclear threat?
David Hurwitz
The College Republicans at Roger Peloso and Porter's actions on WQRI
Williams University have a strange idea were not only childish, they were also very
about what it means to be a victim. For calculated.
some incomprehensible reason, this group They are the kids whose parents warn
thinks it can act in an outrageous way, suf- them about eating their ice cream too Cast
fer the consequences about which they bad ~ and then cry when they get a headache after
been warned. and then claim to have been devouring it quickly. These students had
'victimized: been specifically warned what the station
In their latest stunt, two members of deemed inappropriate by their superiors,
the group- Dana Peloso and Jon Porter- knew the consequences and did it anyWay in
used the infamous phrase 'nappy beaded order to generate publicity for themselves.
ho's' on the air ofWQRI Radio aver 20 times In another attempt to make themselves
in approximately half an hour. The station into victims, Peloso and Porter refer to
then fired them for doing so. Somehow, themselves as 'Conservative Hosts' (sic),
these brave young men persevered and sent and claim they were taken oft' the air be-
a poorly written press release to various tel· cause of their conservative views. In other
evision and radio stations throughout the words, it was because these two young men
Rhode Island area. hold conservative views that led to their
The heading of this press release stated: suspension for WQRI. Wrong again. The
'Vice President of Roger Williams Univer· same action would have been taken against
sity practicing censorship and depriving stu· any DJs given prior warning, had they been
dents of their freedom of Speech!! Student Liberal, Socialist or libertarian.
Radio Program Director suspends Conser. The fact that many listeners called in
vative HDSts!' . with complaints, only one of whom was Vlce
Nowhere in the First Amendment does PlesidentJohn King, gave the station·man·
it say anything about each citizen of the agement little choice but to take decisive ac·
U.S. having the right to hDSt their own tion. lntimately, it was the public who
weekly radio show. The station never said decided that the shallow and immature at-
to the hosts that they were not allowed to tempt to be controversial had no place on
say the offensive words anywhere in public; the public airwaves.
the station just told them they could not use The main problem with this stunt is
those words on WQRl Peloso and Porter ig- that it will cheapen other and more authen-
nored the warning. tic attempts by students to exercise their
Another fact that calls their 'victim- First Amendment rights on campus.
hood' into question is the conversation that After all is said and done, maybe there
Program Director Mike Martelli explicitly is something positive to come out of all of
had with the two hosts prior to the contro- this illegitimate controversy: the real vic·
venial program.. In the conversation, rims, namely the WQRllistening audience,
Martelli told Peloso and Porter that, while will no longer have to suffer by listening to
they could discuss the Imus controversy, anymore publicity ·'ho'S;' people who claim
they could not use the specific words which to be victims of injustice but are really rab·
got Imus into trouble. ble rousers.
Reporting by Eric Sullivan
What is Iran up to?
According to the Iranian government, they are attempting to en·
rich uranium on an industrial level for peaceful energy purposes.
Why does this frighten the United States?
First of all, this is not a technology that is shared throughout the
international community. The uranium enrichment program could
also be altered for alternative sources besides energy, hence the worry
of Iran creating her own nuclear weapons. Tension between the United
States and Iran, which began in 2002, when President Bus'h declared
Iran part. of the "Axis of Evil,· is also a concern. The Bush adminis-
tration has accused Iran on not only attempting to manufacture a nu-
clear arsenal, but of also aiding insurgence in Iraq. (bbc.co.uk.)
How could this situation affect us?
At this very moment the international community is ratcheting
up international pressure upon Iran. On the 24"' ofMarch the United.
Nations Security Council unanimously passed resolution 1747 which
basically calls for all states to exercise vigilance and restraint when
dealing with Iran. Actions such as this are to further isolate Iran eco·
nomically and diplomatically.
A resolution like 1747 is used to help reaffirm the legitimacy and
importance of the lAEA's (International Atomic Energy Agency) in-
spections that make sure that Iran's nuclear program is in fact a peace-
ful program. H Iran does not adhere to such requests by the UN and
specifically the United States. the military option becomes even more
realistic.
Let us say the use of force on some level, whether it be a bombing
campaign or a blockade (which is an act of war), was to take place by
a particluar coalition force, most likely the United States and the
United Kingdom. All of us here in the states would immediately feel
the affects of such a conflict.
An important yet small geographic area would immediately be·
come familiar with every America that is depend~nt on oil, which I'm
pretty Bure is most ofus: the Straits"of Hormuz. The Straits of Hormuz
is a two mile wide strip of sea that is the only exit and entrance to the
Persian Gulf, where apparently 90 percent of oil exported to the U.S.
from the Middle East comes from, and guess who control the straights.
[fyou haven't guessed yet, it's Iran. Iran, at least in the first stages of
a conflict, could potentially shut down the straits to all commercial
traffic. This would leave many countries, including the U.s., in dire
need ofenergy. We think $2.80 a gallon is high, but what if it was five
dollars?
•
Looking for something
interesting this summer...
CIS430 Li'l Bytes:
An Introduction ·to Computing
for the
Phobic, Phreaked, and Phrazzled
You wilileam about the social context of computers
- their history - their mystique
- the people and ideas behind them
AND-
you'lileam how to use one along the way,
in ways that will surprise you!
·Summer Session I
TuBS - Thurs 8:30 - 12:20
at the
COMMENCEMENT BALL!
UltlMAtf BODt BRO~~1~6 .
Personalized Airbrnsh Tanning
.. APerfect Tan in 15 minutes
5 Colors from which to choose
... Odorless, fast-dryill\l
.. Last 7-10 days
.. Call NOW for your appointment!
r"''' - _ ........ - - _ ...... - - - - _ ... - - - _ .. - - - - - --.
. More information:
http://www.wbrett.com/bytes
or
wmckenzie@rwu.edu
(401) 254·3534
•
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Students!
Bring In this Ad for 20% Off!
• •
--... .. ... --... ... ... .. -... -... ----... ... --... --... -... --
•
•
Gift Certificates Available
Full Body...$30 Ultimate Body BronMe
Waist Up $22 ~ m Main Street, Warren
ChestUp $18 ~ OpenSa19a-2p
2006 Tues-frlIOa·7p~s Only...$22 Fake ABake 40t 245 tl t5
Face/Neclt..$IO • •Open to all majorsNo prerequisites
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WQRI: DJs question director's decision
Cont'dfrom page J
to it. I would hold them to the same
standards as the other stations."
According to Martelli,. he dis-
cussed the issue at the air staff meet·
ing April 18 involving all radio DJs.
"We discussed whether or not the
air staff (elt as if they would be cen-
sored ifI asked them not to repeat the
Imus phrase," said Martelli. "'Mr.
Peloso and Mr. Porter were not in at-
tendance. The consensus from the air
staff was that there was no problem
with the ban. ~ had to call a special
meeting with Porter and Peloso on
Monday, April 23 in which I passed
on the order."
Porter defended his and Peloso's
position, saying that "We never called
anyone by those terms or used it in a
derogatory way. We just used it in a
news context." According to Porter,
they never used the phrase in jest, in-
stead the.y said that it was despiCable
for Imus to have said.
Peloso further argued that the
phrase is acceptable to FCC guide·
lines and the handbook regulations,
"".\here are seven deadly words
that are unacceptable to the FCC and
WQRI has 11 words," Peloso ·said.
"None of which we said,"
However, the WQRl handbook
states that "l'acialslurs" will never be
allowed on air. It also tells DJs to
"'steer clear of content that slanders,
suggests, or makes reference to slurs
of gender, race, ethnicity,"
The handbooK also lays out that
if a DJ is heard using any of these
words they will be 'suspended for a Imus situation. King was unable to
week and repeat offenses will result make the show. According to Porter,
in immediate expulsion. he and Peloso repeated the phrase
"If it is an unjust law, it is just numeroUij times in order to "encour-
that, unjust,'" Peloso said. age'" King to come on the air and
Speakman pointed out that at a speak with them. .
university there have to be some sort '1 would have walked in unaware
of regulations, but that the RWU of their agenda," King said.
community needs-to continue the con- Both Porter and Peloso are memo
versation about what the limits of eX:- bers of the College Republicans at
pression are on campus. RWU. According to King, the issue
"We need to fight words with was not a College Republicans at
words instead of just banning views," RWU until the hosts included it in
Speakman said. "We need to be able their press release.
to talk in a sophisticated way about "It was not a College Republican
controversial issues without being of- Party issue, but at the end of the
fensive." press release, they commingled the is-
On the April 24 airing of their sues," King said.
show, Porter and Peloso used the Peloso disagreed.
phrase dozens of times, Martelli said. "King has a distaste for conserva-
"It sounds like they were trying tives," Peloso said. "Due to our club's
to get the phrase in as many times as history, we are more likely to get
they can," Martelli said of Tuesday's jammed up by the University more
show. "They are just words. There are quickly." .
~o actions behind them that are hate· Peloso and Porter argued on.
ful, but as a manager, [want a prod- WPRO AM radio with Dan Yorke
uct that is inoffensive." Wednesday night that the university
According to the hosts, they were was being hypocritical inviting Lu·
not trying to be offensive, but instead dacris to the university because he
opening the conversation for discus- uses d.egrading language in his lyrics.
sion about free speech and censor· According to King, the decision to
ship. invite Ludacris was made the same
"Tuesday's discussion was an way the decision to fire Peloso and
open discussion," Peloso said. "We en- Porter was: by the student leaders.
couraged people to come in and talk: "'Ludacris is not something [
or to call in and talk. We wanted some would listen to but it is not for me to
discourse about the subject." decide," King said. "It is for the stu-
Porter said he had e-mailed King dents. [ am aware the lyrics were of-
the night before the second show, re- fensive but what is different is that
questing he come on to discuss the lmus's terms are routinely accepted
as racist and sexist."
Speakman disagreed. saying
"'There is deep hypocrisy in that stu-
dents were shut down for saying the
phrase on WQRI. but Ludacris is paid
lots of money and he wes the 'n' word
and the 'h' word:, promotes violence
.against women, violence against the
boss."
According to Speakman, the Far-
relly Brothers, who are scheduled to
be this year's Commencement speak-
ers, fall into that category as well,
"[The] Farelly Brothers are funny
at the expense of women, fat people
and people who are mentally re-
tarded," said Speakman. "They make
their money by making fun at the ex-
pense of others, Why is that accept-
able in the bounds of civil discourse
but Dana and Jonathan are not? 1
don't see the difference' between ex-
pression of speech and expression in
getting Ludacris in concert."
Martelli said he also fired Peloso
an.d Porter because they did not allow
an investigation by the student· run
executive board to take place.
"If Jon and Dana let us examine
the tape of their show, they would
also have had time to defend their ac-
tions in front of the board," Martelli '
said. "Since they decided to jump the
gun and go to the press, I am led to
believe that this has little to do with
concerns for censorship and has more
to do with gaining attention," Martelli
went on to say that "the university
has nothing to do with this decision; it
is 100 percent mine."
PossiHliy: ofpart,tiae worlr:d.riq sdIool year.
Trai. p;lrt~ti.e11011' to be ready .for s•••er.
We will. tilori _1IlUlYO"" sa.-/. sc1IedIIl&
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Earn a Bryant MBA in only one-year, and
jum?"starr your business career.
You'll form strong business networks
with your fellow students and successful
Bryant Alumni that will last a lifetime.
Learn from first-class faculty, and progress
with a select group of other bright,
ambitious people through a rigorous
curriculum that combines the most current
theory with the best business practices.
For the right people, earning a Bryant
MBA right after college is a smart move.
With a Bryant MBA, you will know more
about business than most people your
age. You'll master the concepts and skills
yOll need. to stan a great career in business.
THE BRYANT MBA Makes
Perfect Sense Right Now
in Bolger's modern dance class.
''I love being able to get credit for
a class that requires physical activ-
ity," freshman Kaila McGreal said. "I
love that each class is different and
you're able to learn new things"
There are around 15 students
who attend Bolger's modern dance
each Tuesday and Thursday. Each
class, students practice and learn
new steps to a dance routine. In ad·
dition, they perform various move-
ments to loosen up the body and get
into the mood to learn and move.
Other classes Bolger teaches are
ballet and modern dance to children
and teenagers, as well as creative
movement to three t 0 five year oids.
"Every class is different, but young
children don't come to class with pre-
conceived ideas," Bolger said.
Bolger believes that many chilo
dren are influenced by the media on
how dance and dancers should be. He
enjoys teaching classes with younger
children who are more likely to have
an open mind and will not become
embarrassed as much as older chil-
dren. ~;;::;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii8018"", who Ii...m !'ro'rideDce.
chose this area due to professional op·
portunities.
"There are so many good pro-
grams in New England," Bolger said.
"I love being a teacher here at Roger
Williams because I'm able to share
my passion and be able to do what I
love to do at the same time."
Continuing to teach at Roger
Williams University, Bolger enlight-
ens his students to become future
dance audience, if not dancers.
'1 want to give as much as I can
to the community," said Bolger. "My
students will have, a better under-
standing and appreciation for dance
and be able to move in a beautiful
form."
White Elephant Sale
and Silent Auction
W"lI'ed
Passion for dance
engages students
Melissa Yeun
Herald Staff
Michael Bolger has the physique
of a performer with tall, upright pos-
ture and a friendly aura that touches
the people around him. He wears a
comfortable outfit of loose sweat-
pants, a t-shirt, and a bearne.
''It's all about movement," Bolger
said. "There is never a right or wrong
shape. It's all beautiful to me."
Bolger, who started as a visiting
artist in 2005, now teaches an Intro
to Dance class at Roger Williams Uni·
versity. The class is, "simply to get
my students to move in a completely
different way," Bolger said.
A man with a passion for dance,
Bolger's desire to dance began when
he saw a performance of Peter and the
Wolf at the age of 16. Since then, he
has performed locally as well as na·
tionally and inter-nationally, travel·
ing to the East Coast, West Coast,
USA, Europe, and Canada.
During his class, Bolger empha-
sizes the need for a freely moving
body, as well as student's comfort·
ableness. He encourages students to
"get rid of the tension city."
"Comfort is key in this class. I
want students to be able 'to explore
themselves as well as communicate to
others through dance," Bolder said.
Bolger has now been dancing for
23 years.
"When you are pursuing some-
thing that you love there are no strug·
gles;just great learning," Bolder said.
The attitude of loving what he
does goes along with Bolger's teach-
ing skills.
"I don't care what you look like.
Do~'t think too much," Bolger said.
"A£, long as you have the enthusiasm
to learn and try new movements,
that's all fm looking for."
Many students enjoy taking part
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Da.ti,: Sunday, April ,2.qt}t
fj'Wlt: 4-7Ptvl
pla.tt: Hawks Hangout
Proceeds 90 to both tl-lt PRSSA chapter aM
the Special OlyWlpics, so
pleast co~ and show your support.
To LEARN MORE, ATTEND AN
INFORMATION SESSION:
April 26 or May 1 at 3 p.m.
at Bryant University
To register for an information
session, or schedule an
interview and tour, visit
www.bryant.edulmba,
or call 401-232-6230.
BRYANT UmVERSlrY
GRADUATE ScHOOL OF BUSINESS
1150 DoUCLAS PIXE
SMmtFJELD, RHODE isLAND •
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Herald Music. & More
For all the latest in the music industry. Reviews, charts & much more!
An interview
withWQRI
Concert act
Kaitlin Curran
Herald Staff
From what started as a passion
for music in a small basement at
Berklee College of Music in Boston
Mass, came six guys who love music:
Spiritual Rez. known for their
unique aka and reggae inspired
sound, performed at RWU last Sat-
urday.
Spmtusl Rez joined WQlU and
the Musicians Guild and performed
the opening act at 'The Day Mter
Show: which featured headliner
Apollo Sunshine. It was there first
time playing in Rhode Island.
How did you guys get
started?
Jesse: Berklee College of Music. views?
We're from all over the place, but Toft: Ob yeah. You wouldn't be-
we're based out of Boston. That lieve some of the questioll8 journal-
school magically brought us all to· ists ask us. Our favorite is when
g~ther. We ~ went. to Berklee for they ask, 'So you're just a bunch of
different penods of time. white dudes playing reggae how
Where did the name come does that effect the people t~t are
from? in your audience'r
. Toft: (laughs) Well thQ truth is, . Van: We just say we know how
Jt's swamp g~s reflected off of to play Rasta properly. It's the kind
Ven~s, caught In a vaporous cloud of music we like.
outsJde of New Mexico in the late Where do you get you inspi-
1950's and it created something peo- ration?
pIe .refer to as a ~z. That Rez has Toft: Bob Marley. When I was a
basJcally stuck WJth and formed a kid, I was poking around through
cult .follo~ingout in the Mid-West my parents tape collection and I
and Jt's kind of a Hopi Indian-thing. found Bob Marley's Legend Album.
That's the truth of the matter...nah, I listened. to it a million times until
['m totally just kidding! No, Rez it destroyed itself and I started reo
meanssome~g~erent to us. AIl searching, like who is this person,
of ~~ are spmtual ~ our o~ way, what is this crazy music? I've been
so Jt s sort of a Umversal thing. It playing it ever since and it's the
w~u~d be hard to say there's just one same for the other guys.
ongm. Jesse: It's very positive music_
Ever had any bad inter- You'll. see at the shows, like, every-
body dances and everyone just has a
good time.
Van: We also have a deep kin-
ship to funk music. We try to stretch
it out as far as we can and we try to
share it with as many different peo_
pleas possible.
Where's your favorite place
to play?
Van: It's cool playing colleges,
because kids that are too young to
get into the clubs that we play, can
see us play. IT it was up to me, I'd
play all ages, non-alcohol shows be-
cause the people that are there are
actually there to hear music. They
aren't there to cause any problems.
After playing a million house parties
up in Bostontthe last thing I like to
be around is a bunch of belligerent
drunk people. It's really cool to play
in an environment like this.
For more on Spiritual Rez check
out their website: www.spiritual.
rez.com
,
to ensure that the pipes
won't freeze again.
RWU's higher atten-
dance is also having an in-
fluence on housing; last
year's incoming class reo
qifued the tripling of 0].
most every room in Cedar
last year.
The need for more res·
idence halls is always a
topic of discussion amongst
students. According to Kmtn s-rtas
Montefusco, the plan is for A Iwl/ in Baypoill1jlooded aftuaj'rcnbrpipebunl over PrP.1-
the university to build ideJrt's Day~eJ:end.
multiple new halls and academic $175,000 to set up. Maple Hall went
buildings. Master planners will soon through the same process just last
have a decision as to how many build- year. Willow unit five was also re-
ings will be built, The style of the new cently updated, and the project in-
residence halls is also yet to be deter. eluded new paint jobs, new carpeting,
mined, but Montefusco said they and. the gutting of the bathrooms,
would either be apartment style, an- commg to $225,~. Finally, the sim-
other freshman- only dorm, or upper- pIe cost of cleamng the carpeting in
classman suite style. the four separate Stonewall buildings
Althougb many students com. comes to $7,000 a session. and is usu-
plain about. the conditions in their ally done twice a year.
residence halls and do not think: the Another current project is the reo
school is putting a lot of effort in re- placing of the closet doors in Bayeide.
solving existing problema, they may Many of the doors have become un-
be surprised at the amount the school safe and fall off their tracks. The
actually spends. school is replacing the old doors with
Annually, $2 million is spent on drapes which provides easier access
.....dence ba1la aIooe. This moaey ac. to the c:Ioaeta. Montefwioo Iauched as
counta for evezything done to the he cleecribed students' reactions to
ba1laincluding...painling, re-<:upet. the replacing of tbe doors.
mg, new amenities for the rooms and "When housing started taking
the cleaning during breaks. down the doon,'atudenta' immediate
When the Almeida Townhouses reactions were, 'ah, 80 I guess they
were renovated, the project included don't want us using them for drink:ing
new windows, aidint, • DeW roof, and games anymore,'" Montefueco said,
new doors, costing' the school 'We didn't even think: of that when
$200,000. Last summer, renovations we began the work, but it certainly
came to a coatly price of $125,000; makes sense,"
$14,000 of that money went to new Before students decide that their
appliances throughout the Almeida residence hall is too-disgusting to live
complex. There are currently many ~, they should go tbro~gh the organ-
ongoing projects, with carpets in ized process oC contacting their Resi.
Almeida and Bayside are constantly dent Assistant or residence hall
being replaced. CORE.
In Cedar, the ceiling tiles are Students can fill out maintenance
being removed, which costs about requesta online, call maintenance di-
$40,000 per floor to replace. Also, ~y:orcontactMon~byemail_
Cedar wi1lsoon be boasting a new fire mg.him .at studentlife@rwu.edu or
alarm system, which will cost calling him at 401·254--3161 to set up
a personal appointment
"Since we have to keep the air
conditioning running, why not have
people circulating throughout the
summer," said Montefusco.
Running the air conditioning
helps to kee.p. them clean in terms of
air quality, but many banittbgs
throughout campus experienced prob-
lems with mold due to this summer's
hot and humid weather.
When she moved in, sophomore
Melissa McColgan, who lives on the
first floor of Stonewall 2, noticed a
weird substance around the vent in
her room. She said she originally
thought it was a problem with the
ventilating system. It was actually a
result of this summer's high levels of
humidity. Maintenance came and dis-
infected the vent with bleach.
"Even though the scent of the
bleach was overpowering, mainte-
nance knew how to deal with the sit-
uation and get rid of the mold in a
abort period of time; McColgan said.
The university spent thousands
ofdollars rectifying the mold through-
out numerous buildings.
"'It was one of the most humid
summers: Montefusco said. 'The
other issue is the carpets. Studenta
may see mold and it may be a com.bi·
nation of the air conditioning. light-
ing, and the bumidity.·
Baypoint had "ita-own damage
problems during the long Presidenr.
Day weekend when a frozen pipe
started to defrost, creating leakage in
the hallways and in a few of rooms,
"'When the pipes troze, they con-
tracteci When they defrosted, it
pushed the ice out because there is 80
much pressure [in the pipes]." Mon-
tefuoco said.
- With the help ofnniversity main-
ten.aD:ce ~ws, the local fire depart-
ment and" even a grOup of Baypoint
residents, there was minimal damage
to students' rooms. Two rooms dealt
with more damage than others, but
the only items damagedwere clothes
left on the floor, which the university
laundered at no cost. According to
Montefusco, the university is working
When it comes time for hall se.
lection, some students go into a panic,
constantly looking to see what rooms
are still available in their choice
dorm. They sigh in relief, however,
when they check the box and hit sub.
mit, knowing full well that next year,
they will be living where they bad
dreamt about all year.
After all the stress to get the 'per-
feet'room, on move-in day students
walk into their residence halls and
immediately call the department of
housing about a lack ofcleanliness, a
burned out light bulb, or complaints
~at the air conditioning is not work-
mg.
While some students say their
voices are not heard, Director of
Housing Anthony Montefusco said
that any student can contact him
with concerns and complaints.
When students do have these
complaints about the conditions of
their rooms. what they do not realize
is that all summer, Roger Williams
University has spent millions of dol·
lara to prepare their rooms. and that
the problems they are having are al-
most completely coincidental
According to Montefuoco the
biggest: complaint he receives is that
rooms are dirty upon move in, but be
a88ure8 students that no room goes
uncleaned over the summer.
. Many of the buildings are alBo
used during the summer to bouse stu-
dents: Cedar is one of the most occu-
pied as it is used to houae incoming
freshmen during orientation. Bay·
side, Almeida and King Phillip are
used for both conferences and sum-
mer session students, who occupy the
rooms until about a week and a half
before school starts.
-We try to be {air to sunu:ner stu-
dents and let them stay until they can
move into their permanent assign-
ments," Montefusco said.
Baypoint is used during the sum-
mer months as a hotel and helps to
pay for the building's general mainte-
nance.
Students fear dorm damage
Kristen Seturins
Henldswr
.J
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COUPLE OF THE 'MOMENT:
Elvia Fisher & Aaron Kerzner
Reporting by: Kristen Kades
Interview with Elvia
Are having the same religious beliefs important for you in
a relationship?
I think that at this point in life it is. I have always been active in
Judaism and to find someone with a similar background makes
life a lot easier. And someone to give Chanukah presents to is fun!
I understand that you two stayed together while you were
in South Africa for a semester. How did that affect your re-
lationship and what made it easier for you to deal with the
distance?
We had a really great understanding before I left. We had only
been dating for four months and we had determined that we
wanted to make it work and we did. We tried to talk on the phone
and through email everyday. We also made sure that we were re-
ally open and communicated effectively.
This Friday is your'one year anniversary; do you guys have
anything planned?
Well ... Commencement Ball is strapping our wallets pretty tight
but hopefully we will get to dinner and maybe a concert
with some friends.
What is one thing that you know you could do to .~
make Aaron smile? .J
He likes to know that I am thinking about him, so" little
things like making dinner for when he comes home from
work or little presents letting him know I care always
seems to make him happy.
Seeing that the semester is almost over, do you two
have any special plans in the summer..."together?
I am staying in Rhode Island for the summer since be
lives here and hopefully we will be able to get away to-
gether.
Ifyou could describe Aaron in one word, what
would that be?
Amazing
Interview with Aaron
How did the two or you meet?
Well, I poked her on facebook and... just kidding. We met in Hillel. I was a
freshman and she was a junior, so I initially was a little apprehensive but I
knew we were really compatible people. We were friends for awhile and
eventually started dating.
Are having the same religious beliefs important for you in a rela-
tionship?
Yes and no. I am very happy that Elvia is Jewish- it brings us closer be-
cause we don't have this huge division of religion to constantly dance
around. Also, she can celebrate the holidays with my family and I can cele-
brate with hers. However, if she wasn't Jewish I think I would still keep
her around.
This Friday is your one year anniversary; do you guys have any-
thing planned?
While Elvia was away, I got really close with a few of her friends that she
bad introduced me to before she left. When she got back, it turned out to be
really fun because we had a bunch of mutual friends to hang out with. We
are going out with everyone in a big
, group to eat dinner in Providence
-and then to a concert at Lupo's.
What is one thing that you know
you could do to make Elvia
smile?
Go to her apartment and interrupt
her doing homework
Ifyou could describe Elvia in
one word, what would that be?
Caring
Ifyou could give other couples
any advice on how to maintain a
successful relationship?
Let her win. Always. No Exceptions.
Hugs offered free of charge
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tinue the campaign on the RWU cam-
pus, Rounseville is hoping the entire
world will grow to be a more caring
place.
"A single hug passed on to a
stranger can start a cycle that maybe
eventually will bring everyone a little
closer," Rounseville said. ''I hope it
makes the world a little less apa-
thetic. You have to be a.part of the
change. You have to get up off your
[butt] and just do it."
If yo\.!- would like to get involved
with the free hugs campaign, e-mail
Dani Raunseville at roarsays-
danisaw:@yahoo.com.
taken the time to care then maybe
this tragedy wouldn't have hap-
pened."
Freshman Briana Beltramini
agreed.
'1 do not think. it could prevent
tragedies from happening, because
those tragedies will always occur,"
Beltramini said. "I do think it can
open a lot of people's minds and cre-
ate more optimism, or even put a
smile on someone's face for a glimmer
of a second."
With two more tentative dates to
return to Newport and give free hugs,
along with' a potential date to con-
"In the beginning, people were
skeptical," Ragas said in regards to
taking to the streets of Newport with
signs that read 'free hugs.' "The idea
of practicing what we deem to be a
relatively intimate act with a perfect
stranger can be a bit daunting at
first."
Ragas got involved with the cam-
paign when she read a story on
Mann's website.
"On the website, [Mann] de-
scribes the first hug he gave to a
woman who was experiencing the
one· year anniversary of her daugh-
ter's death in a car accident," Rogas
said.. "I was 80 moved. by the story. I
have incredible faith in mankind and
the impact that a single person can
have on another."
FreshmaD Corey Konnick, a stu-
dent who alio ventured to Newport,
agreed.
"A hug is a simple way of saying
you are not alone.' In the warde Of
our video [footage from the day in
Newport with music featuring Josh
Groban], 'you are loved,' and saying
that can make all the difference in
8Omeone's life."
Although the students partici-
pated in the campaign before the
shootings at'VlrJlinia Tech took place,
many believed that such a positive at-
titude about life could change the
world for the better.
'-rhere were two men fighting
outside of a bar [in Newport] and we
walked up with our signs and they
both stopped. One of them ran up to
me and said, 1 need a hug right now' _
and then walked away. I stopped a
fight, and it felt good," Rounseville
said. "After the Virginia Tech shoot·ing I realized that if one person had L -'
Courtney Nugent
Features Editor
"As cliche as it may sound, a sin-
gle bug can make a person's day and
make them happy."
Qani Rounseville, a sophomore at
RWU, knows what a simple action
like a hug can do for others. Follow·
ing in the footstep§ of Juan Mann, the
creator of the Free Hugs campaign,
Rounseville, along with other RWU
students, headed to Newport on April
7 in an attempt to gi~ out "free hugs"
to as many people that were willing
to receive them.
The idea Mann created was sim-
ple: everyone deserves a hug.
Mann, a native of Australia,
began his mission in an airport ter-
min8J. after returning home to find no
one 'waiting to greet him when he
stepped off the plane. He decided
that no one in the world should feel
unappreciated at any time. After
Mann was banned. from giving hugs,
he received 10,000 signatures on a pe-
tition that allowed him. to continue
his practice around the globe.
Rounseville said she heard about
the campaign about a year ago after
visiting the website freehugscam-
paign.org.
'1 wanted to get involved because
it's a small thing I can do to make the
world a better place," Rounseville
said. '1aee·how we walk past every-
one on the RWU campus caught up in
our own lives. We never take a
minute to just stop and think abOut
someone else, someone who might re-
ally need a hug."
Chelsea Rogas. a freshman who
joined Rounseville in her trip to New-
port, said that people were skeptical
ahout their efforts at first.
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Students still find time for faith
Williams University is so religious con·
scious is excellent."
These clubs and chaplains are avail·
able any time for students, but participating
in any religious activity is not required.
"Having us and religion available
gives students a sense of comfort," Rabbi
Jagolinzer said.
Many bdieve that, as students become
stressed and bogged down with the perils
ofcollege life, they need an outlet that may
involve religion.
"'Everybody needs religion in their
lives. It builds a strong sense of commu·
oity," Rabbi Jagolinzer said. "I only wish
thai students would take advantage of more
spiritual opportunities in their life."
• Learn the accounting, client relations, and
project managttnent skills that will set you apart
from the crowd.
BRYA.NT UNIVIll.SITY
11-50 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, R.I. 02917
To leam more. IIttend an infonution session:
April 26 or May 1 at j p..m.. at Bryant Uni..-nsity
• More than 40 tOp regional and international
firms r«rUit al Bryant each year.
•
ROBERT C-'lABIlO '88
TAX PARTNER, PR1CEWATERHOUSECOOPEIlS
Start your career with a competirivt advantage.
Earn your Mast~rof Professional Accountancy
(MPAc) degree at Bryant Univrnity.
• Comple«: the required 150 hoW'S of education to
be ~ligible to sit for th~ CPA exam in one year.
"1 continue to be impressed by the quality
of employees we recruit from Bryant."
. To repster for aft information session
or schedule an interview and tow; visit
W\\IW.bryant.edu/gradprog. e-mail
mpac@bryant.edu,orcall4o1·132-62JO.
The Character of Success
Earn Extra College Credits and Still Have
nme to Enjoy Your Summer
Bryant offers a rich variety of business, liberal arts, elective, and
special topics courses in a personalized classroom setting.
Choose five- or seven·week options with day and evening courses
available.
REGISTER MAY 7 THROUGH MAY 18.
Classes begin May 23.
Call 232-6210 or e-mail ugadvise@bfyantedu.
RWU also offm certain events related
to spirituality on campus.
The Intercultural Center provides five
chaplains with on-campus hours for stu-
dents at Roger Williams. Imam Farid
Ansari and Sister Naima Ansari are avail·
able for Muslim students and Rabbi Marc
Jagolinzer is available for Jewish students.
Father Perri is available for Catholic stu-
dents and Reverend Randall is available for
Christian students. For more information on
how to Contact any of these chaplains. pick
up the brochure for the Spiritual Life Pr0-
gram at the Intercultural Cenler.
"We are available to the students
whenever nceded for the most part," Rabbi
Jagolinzer said. "Thc fact that Roger
staff for the InterVarsity Christian Fellow·
ship on campus described the club as a
place where students can relate with one an-
other.
"Students raised in Christian homes
look for Christian societies," Alves said.
Alicia Merschen-Perez, president of
the Jewish club, Hillel, explained that Hil-
lel membc:1's seek more of a coll1l1lU1iity
than the aetuaI religion..
"People come to Hillel more for a con-
nection with other Jewish students," Mer-
schen·Perez said. 1bey don.'t always want
to talk about religion, but instead come
more for the community."
According to Reverend Daniel Randall
ofthe First Congregational Church ofBris·
tol, "Community is the essence of our
faiths:'
Roger Williams University provides
this sense ofcommunity for students as eas·
ily as possible. There are four religious
groups represented.. including the Muslim
Student Affiliation, which won the ""Rookie _
Club of the Year" award last year. There is
also Hillel, a club open to Jewish students
to build the Jewish community, the New-
man Club. which is the on.campus Catholic
club, and the lnterVarsity Christian Fellow-
ship, which is the on-campus Protestant
club.
Each club is open to students ofany re-
ligion who wish to worship religion in a
communal setting.
"It would be nice to have more inter-
faith activities, Newman Club vice presi·
dent, Hilary Wehner, said.
The various religious clubs, along with
the Intercultural Center, plan to enhance
communication and collaboration berween
students.
Check us out at:
http://atudentsenate.rwu.edu
or 1M us at:
SenateRWU
Come see the softer side of
Senate...
Mondays at 6:30
in the Senate Chambers
Kelleigh Welch
HeroId~
Religion has always been a sense of
obligation for some children. Many reo
member dressing up in their Sunday best
and heading offlo church or other religious
services. By the time many of these chil-
dren grow up and bead off to college, reli-
gion becomes less ofa priority.
But this is DOt true for all college stu-
dents. Some still seek the spiriruallife that
they had at home even amid anending class
and writing papers.
According to Assistant Director of the
lnterculrural Center, Miriam Krueger, ''Col-
lege is a time in your life 10 question and
confum your faith."
For many students, college is a
time where they begin to make their own
choices. Instead ofanending religious serv-
ices, a student may have other activities that
come before their faith.
For Father Dean Peni ofOut Lady
of Moum Carmel and the on-campus
Catholic chaplain., the reason college stu-
dents don not always make it to church and
other spiritual gatherings is mostly due to
their schedule.
"There is a lot of stress in college,"
Peni said. "College schedules are always
changing. Once these students gct out of
college and into the working world, they
wiU find more time for faith."
Some students still have the time and
the need for their faith. During their grade
school years, these srudents may have been
part ofyouth groups that their place ofwor-
ship offered. They built a tight community,
which is something they would seek once
they entered college.
Jade Alves, Roger Williams Univrnity
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Students watch more junk TV, less news
•
Lindsay Tucker fessor. at RWU. explains
Herald Staff that the job market is
highly competitive, and
On a typical Tuesday around 8:30 America's college gradu-
p.m, Roger Williams University sen- ates now must compete
ior, Sara Pernice, is stuck in traffic globally against other
on 93. The raindrops smacking her twenty-somethings who
windshield are hitting hard enough may be much more in.
to restrict road visibility_ Traffic is formed. "Additionally our
moving at a snail's pace. Democracy is at stake,"
''I was mad enough to be moving Ram said. "We have this
insanely slow, but mainly I just didn't large population who is
want to miss Nip/Tuck," Pernice uninterested in politics
said. and they are our future.
According to Pernice, she has Democracy can only sur-
been watehing Nip/Tuck with her vive if people are in-
best friend since the show aired four • formed. Can we claim to
years ago. When he graduated last have a viable democracy
May and moved to Boston, Sara com- if people do not even know
mitted to making the drive up to what they are voting forr'
Boston each Tuesday so that they In 2004 a market-re-
could continue to watch the show to- search firm called Stu-
gether. . dent Monitor concluded
. "Watching the show to~et~er h.a.s that college students were
Just become custo~.l didn t want watching an average of
to watch the sho,,:" WIth any?~e else, 11.2 hours of television
it had become a kind of ~adibon.An per week. In just three
hour is not that far to d.rive t? watch years those numbers have
TV with a friend," Permce sald. more than doubled. Ac-
Per.nice's situation is not ou~ of cording to the 2006 Niel-
the ordinary. Students are spending son ratings a system
more and more time with friends to developed by Nielsen
watch weekly TV shows. Many stu-. Media Research to deter-
dents spend countless ~ours a ~~ek mine television viewer-
engrossed in their favonte teleVlSlOn hi the average college
dramas. RWU students; like other :tu~~nt watches 24.3
Americans, often seem una~ar~ of hours of television per
the present cultural ~nd. SOCIal Ills, week. Not a single news
while they arrange theIr lives around show or news network
melodramas with .little value other made the rating charts for
than basic entertainmen~,some say. the college ratings.
According to RWU. Psychqlogy College chart toppers
Professor Dr. Bec.ky Spntz~ dev:lop- were Grey's Anatomy,
mental psycholOgiSts have I~entifi.ed Desperate Housewiues,
~ developmen~ stage ~ed ~merg- Friends reruns;-and Com-
mg Adulthoo? . to descn~e this ph~- edy Central's Drawn To-
nomenon. This IS a sta.ge m a person s gether. A survey taken of
life when he or she IS betwee!" t~e RWU students came up
ages of 18 and 24 years old, The m- with slightly different re-
dividual is no l0x,tger ~n adolescent, sults, with the most popu-
but cannot yet Identify oneself as lar shows for as (in order
having reached adulthood. A person of popularity): .Grey's
in thi~ ~~.ge does no.t have the reo Anatomy, CSI, Nip/Tuck
sponslbilitIes (finanCIal and ot~er- and Desperau House-
wise) of adulthood, but has mo~ wives. k, with the Na-
freedoms than he or she had lD tiona! findings, few RWU
teenage years. students mentioned tun-"D~g this ti~e individuals ~- ing in to news shows.
pand·t~eu: world VIews an~ expe~- Dr. Spritz explained
ence SIgnifi~t gr~wth ~n theIr that recent studies sug-
ideologi~s," Spntz S8.J.d. "It 18 a slow gest that motivation for
process. . television viewing among college stu-
"Some have argued thep~ss 18 dents tend to differ by age. It has
even slower now beca~e so m~y been suggested that lUlderclassmen,.
YOlUl~ people~ postponmg entering mostly freshman and sophomores,
the 'real world to go to graduate use television as an escape tool for en-
school, medical school or law school," tertainment purposes only.
Spritz said. "It's a lot easier to think. about
Miguel ?amitzer,. Develo~ment pop culture and get drunk. than it is
and Production Associ~te at 4. Row to focus on something as serious as a
Films in New Yo~k CIty, attn~u~s war," senior Ken DiPasqual, said.
the problem to ~aZ1Dess and SOCiallg- "These television shows are an es-
.norance.· . cape, an avoidance. It's easier to
"People need to be ~ught to.care avoid your problems than it is to face
about current events, ?ammtzer them. We like to take the easy way
said. "St~dents are .not l~ere~tly out."
aware or mterested. m ~h~t s gomg Although it may appear easy to
on in. the world_ Ifyou didn t grow up blame the apathy ofcollege students
arolUld people who care then you on their busy lifestyles, it is possible
won't care. It take~ effo~ to find 0';1t that the media is equally to blame for
.abo~t real news. It s easIer to take m the indifference that appears to
pop-culture. Most college st~den~s sweep RWU and college campuses a
take the easy route_ and ~ntertam like..
themselves rather than making an e!- 'Tm not sure that college stu-
fort to educate themselves." dents view television as an'informa-
Still, th~ could be some ~me~- tion tool," Spritz said. "I think that
dously negatIve effects on SOCIety if television is viewed as something
today's youth continues to float that entertains you when you are
around uninformed. . bored and lonely."
Dr. Anjali Ram, an aSSOCIate pro-
Send in your Summer or post-
graduation plans to the
Hawk's Herald
Examples:
Sally Jones: Going to Paris to sitin a cafe
and check out French boys
John Smith: Working at the local golf
course caddying
Se~d submissions by Tuesday to
hawkshe~mail.com
J
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Mickey Avalon
TheCeatury
Lounge
9 p_m., $12
Concerts
Campus Evenu
Penny AJeade
Film: Lord of the
RinllB' The Fe!-
....Gfdle
Rings
7 p.m., CAS 157
.....Mouse
Wpos
8 p.m., $35
11 1JmIak witMutporn.
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2! Red Sea pcDiDSula
" '"""17 Muuoblu
" W"'"
" Dono<JI 0.".,.
31 S,-,",,"Y lower
32 SlUdeu. reside:DDe
34 Tttn£ periods
(Abb<)
37 SW3)"
Copeland, As Tall
As Lions
The Century
Lounge
8P.m.,~
C'tJ
Concerts
Static X. OT3P, 2
Cents, Masta·
mjndz
Lupos
., p.m., $26
Campus BYenu
Penny Arcade
Film: W'J1d Child
7 p.m., CAS 162
'-, Moi=k,"-...-
S BascbUl item
, 1Dthc~·
7 Naikdslal
.""""
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II Dd"ea1
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Sunday
Campus Events
PRSSA White EIe-
IIl!an*Audiat
and Silent AUc·
tion
4 p.m., Bayroom
in NAB
Auction will bene-
fit the PRSAA
club,theV~
Tech Memorial •
and theSF- .
Olympics
Saturday
Spring Weekend
Fireworks and
- Is
d
co'"
C eZ~
Step
Lupos
6:30 pm.m, $ .50
Spring Weekend
Block party: A
Day at Notting
Hill Carnival
1 p.m., Quad
Campus Eve-nts
MSU Basketball
Jam
1 p.m., Cedar Bas·
ketball Court
Sudoku
Ratedt"t
Ba~Lupos
7l'-!'1..~ 1tI....
Friday
IIavie Bele....
Tbe:llmsible
Starring Justin
Cbatwin, Mar·
garita Lmeva,
Marcia Gay Harden
Rated.fG..13
Next
StarriDg Nicolas
Cage, JulilitlnP.
Moore, Jessica Biel
Rated PG·13
6 3
5 6 7
8
5 7
1 9 2 4
9 3
7 2 9 5 1
4 3 2
9 6
Last Week's Results
3 4 1 8 9 2 5 7 6
8 6 7 3 5 4 1 2 9
2 9 5 7 6 1 8 4 3
9 5 8 1 7 6 4 3 2
4 1 6 2 3 8 9 5 7
7 3 2 5 4 9 6 1 8
1 2 4 6 8 7 3 9 5
5 8 9 4 2 3 7 6 1
6 7 3 9 1 5 2 8 4
Theatre Series:
Music Revue
8 p.m., the Bam
Runs through
April 28
$5 for students
Spring
Cham C1
Blacklig~yin the
ground
10~'tel' use.
Doors 11
p.m.
CampuEvenu
8priBc Weekend
Quad Fest: Jolly
Good 'IUae on the
Criebt Field
2 p.m., D'Angelo
CoJDJDOD
•Page 11
Sophomore James Lydon
allowed just one hit in his seven·
inning, complete game shutout
of New England College on
Sunday.
Lydon faced the minimum
number of batters. 21, as he in-
duced a double play after the hit.
The Hawks won the game 8-
0, before taking game two 17·4.
On Wednesday, the Hawks
continued their winning streak,
beating the AmCats of Anna
Maria College with scores of 22-
I, and 15-1 in a doubleheader.
team currently stands
in second place in the eee, be·
hind Cuny College_ The Hawks
will take on Curry at home on
Saturday in the regular season
cee finale. The postseason will
begin on May L
Lydon throws nearly
perfect game;
baseball team on
6-game win streak
Mike's requirements were more concise. He
wanted to be matched up with a girl who was not
over the age of 35 because his mom would not ap-
prove, and not taller than his 6'2" frame. His in-
terview went similar except he was interrogated
about the friendship that we shared. This clearly
meant the casting director had a plan that we could
make for good TV. With our interviews done we
headed out with optimism about getting to the next
step towards meeting our goal.
It was obvious the casting director loved us be·
cause we both got a call back the next day for our
second interview in Boston. Coincidently our in-
terviews were only twenty minutes apart. We were
set to leave at 7 a.m. on our quest to co~tinueour
road to stardom.
Our second interview was with the same peo-
plemore personal and detailed. This time both
Mike and I were harassed about our friendship.
This made it even more evident thai. there may be
a conspiracy going on to set us up on the show.
While Mike was being interviewed, 1 was sit·
ting next to a woman who said it sounded like
someone with big feet was coming our way. As the
foot~teps got closer and louder, r was completely
shocked. when #91 walked in. We had a brief con-
versation, and 1 noticed we were both told to be
there at the same time which made me wonder if
the casting director did this on purpose. Before 1
could get his name, Mike emerged from his inter-
view and 1 left wondering who #91 really was.
Now it is up to the producers of the show to de·
cide if we have Sox Appeal, and we will be anx-
iously waiting for the next week to find out. To see
if Mike or I make it onto the show and to see if fll
ever find out #91's name, you'll have to check out
Sox Appeal when it airs this summer.
RWU senior Laura McAbee
earned Co-Commonwealth Coast
Conference Softball Pitcher of
the Week for her outstanding 2-0
effort last week.
. McAbee improved her sea·
son's record to 12-2 with wins
over CCC opponents Nichols and
New England College.
She posted a 0.50 earned run
average allowing just .five singles
and one double in 14 innings of
work. She totaled nine strikeouts
in all.
Curry College pitcher Kim
Sturgis shared the honor with
McAbee, posting a 4-0 reoord aDd
a 0.00 ERA in 26 innings ofwork.
The award marks McAbee's
first of the season.
The Hawks are currently in
first place in the cec, just ahead
of Endicott. The toumament will
begin on April 30.
McAbee named
CCC co-pitcher of
the week
Juniorpitc:her Bobby Crisa.wlo pitched seven innings Wednesday againstAnna
Maria College, allowing one earned ron and striking out nine in the 22-1 win.
Sports
News & Notes
SOX APPEAL: My experience
Conl'djrrTmpage 12
After hearing about the show 1 impatiently
checked the Sox Appeal website for the next three
months to find out when and where the open cast-
ing calls would be. Eventually. I found my chance
to audition at a Bob's Store in Raynham, Mass. I
managed to recruit my friend Mike to come audi-
tion with me. I told him that trying out could po.
tentially mean going to a Sox game for free and
meeting some hot chicks.
Naturally, he was in.
On the day of casting call, I showed up at
Mike's house all .fired up and ready to go. I was
wearing my homemade t·shirt (courtesy of my
roommate,) jeans and cowboy boots.
After a weeklong struggle of sorting through
many creative and inappropriate quotes suggested
by my friends and co·workers, 1 had made my de·
cision. My red tie-dyed t·shirt with blue iron-on let-
ters read, "I've got enough sox appeaL.for all of
Red Sox Nation."
'The website stated that only the first 250 peo-
ple that showed up would get an on·air interview
and the rest would just get their picture taken.
Mike and 1 were expecting there to be hoard of pe0-
ple and were completely floored when there were
not even enough people there to fill an active base-
ball roster.
We were told that we would be interviewed by
Maura, the very friendly casting director and her
assistant, Matt. I had my interview first and was
asked if there was anyone in line that had caught
my attention and since we were all wearing stick-
ers with numbers 1 told her #91 was cute. (Really
cute.) The rest of my interview consisted of me
talking a little bit about myself and why rd be good
for the show, showing off my Red Sox tattoo and
my lengthy description of what I look for in a guy.
The men's lacrosse team
built a big first half lead and then
held on to beat Gordon 13-10 in
conference action. Packy
Markham tallied four goals and
an assist to lead the Hawks.
Bobby Hensley made nine
saves in pJ. for the I;lawb, ~ho
are in second place in the confer-
ence behind Endicott College.
The Hawks finish the regular
season Saturday at New England
College, the team's last game be·
fore the cec Tournament.
The RWU softball team wei·
comed 80 third·grade students
from the Hathaway Elementary
School in Portsmouth to campus
last Monday.
The students came to cam·
pus as part of the softball team's
pen-pal program that stsrted in
the fall. Since then. all 18 memo
bers of the team have exchanged
letters with the students every
two weeks.
On Monday morning the
team members met the children
in person for the first time when
they surprised the students in
their classrooms. The group reo
turned to the Bristol Campus in
the afternoon where the students
met President Roy J. Nirschel.
toured the campus and played on
the softball field,
Softball team
hosts 3rd-grade
pen pals
Men's lax picks up
big conference win
ide Team Player
I 0aIdand 1_RuoooII, QB,LSU
2 Detroit Adrian Peterson, RB, Oklaho
3 Oeve1and B...ty Quinn, QB, No.. Dame
• Tampa Bay Calvin1_WR, Ga. Teoh.
5 Arizona Joe Thomas, OT, WlSCOIlSin
6 Washington Gaines Adams, DE, Clemson
7 Minnesota LaRon Landry, S, LSU
8 Atlanta Leon IW~ CB, Michi8'"
9 Miami Levi Brown. OT, Penn St
10 Houston Dwayne Bowe, WR. LSU
II San Francsisco Amobi Okoye, DT, Louisville
12 Buffalo Dan'lJe Revis, CB, Pittsburgh
13 St Louis Jamaal Anderson. DE, Arkansas
I' Carolina Greg Olsen, IT. Miami
15 P;ttsbutgh Lawrence TlIIJD]ons, OLB,Florida State
16 Green Bay Marshawn Lynch, RB, Cal
17 Jacksonville Adam Carriker, DE, Nebraska
18 Cincinatti Alan Branch. DT, Michigan
19 Tennessee Robert Meachem, WR, Tenn
20 NY Giants Paul Posluszny, OLB,Penn. State
'21 Denver Jarvis Moss, DE/OLB, Florida·
22 . Dallas Aaron Ross, CB, Texas
23 KansasCiry Ted Ginn, Jr., WR, Ohio St
2. New England Reggie Nelson, S, Florida
25 NY Jets Chris Houston, CB, Arkansas
26 Philadelphia Brandon Meriweather, S, Miami
27 New Orleans Dwayne Jarrett, WR, USC
28 New England Jon Beason, OLB, Miami
29 Ballimo<e Joe Staley, OT, Cent Michigan
30 San Diego Steve Smith. WR, USC
31 ClUcas<> Justin Harrell, OT, Teon.
32 Indianapolis Anthooy Spencer,~
Beasts of the East:
Rugby teams with
good showing
Information COUTtesy ofRWU Women's Rugby Team
RWU Men and Women's Rugby competed in
the Beast of the,East college rugby tournament this
past weekend. The tournament, slotted as "the
largest collegiate rugby tournament in the world."
hosted 35 men's ieams and 36 women's teams from
around the east coast.
Both teams fared well and continued on to the
second day of competition. The men's team beat
both Massachusetts Maritime Academy and The
College of New Jersey to secure the second seed for
Sunday. The women's team lost a close game to
University of Hartford 10-5. but rallied back later
in the day to beat Southern Vermont 60-0.
On Sunday, the men lost a heartbreaker in the
quarterfinals to Colby by a 900re of9-7. The women
continued their winning ways and beat Wentworth
Institute of Technology, 36-0. to win the losers'
bracket.
The women's team will be sending 6 players to
compete in the Rhode Island Select Sides Tourna-
ment. The girls will be playing with other rugby
players that attend school in Rhode Island and will
represent the state in a regional tournament in two
weeks. The players will compete against the best
from other states in New England. The players cho-
sen are juniors Ashley Walker and Ashley Little·
ton, sophomore Liz Morgan and freshmen Alison
Littleton, Ashley Seiler and Stephanie Watson~
Rob's Mock NFL Draft
jrompage 12
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(CIod:wisefrom top)
Calvin Johnson, WR;
Adrian htenon, RB;
Brady Quinn, QB
the
NCAA's
eligibility
reqwre-
ments
for fresh-
man ath-
letes. This,
however, did
not affect
his play on
the field.
Take a
look at Vince
Young's Won-
derlic
scores
last
year (7? That's borderline illiterate)
but scouts aren't looking for a
player to write the next great Amer·
ican novel, just to play ball, baby.
Nelson can do that. Look for him to
be a stud in this league for a long
time.
25) N.Y. Jets
Ifbe falls, look for Chris
Houston from
Arkansas to land
with the Jets at
the 25th pick. This
cornerback, for
what he lacks in
beight (5'9")
he makes
up for
with his
cartoon·
ish, Road-
Runner·like 40·yard
dash time (4.3). He
is very smooth in
his transitions ..--...
and does not ':ge"':t' ••---
beat often in
man coverage.
He also is a vi·
!.......""~ able option in
the special teams department. He is
a very versatile and athletic ball
player and should be solid pick late
in the first round.
For Rob'. Mock Draft, check outp. 11
he does well on another team. On out of the same
the downside, most people are mak- mold as a Richard Sey·
iog these assumptions based on a mour, with a bit less 6-
huge bowl game'against Notre nease and technique.
Dame and a solid combine. He re- He has the
ally only became an impact player potential of reaching
during his last season in college. that level though.
4) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 20) N.Y. Giants
. This pick is totally contingent After losing Carlos
on what Detroit does with the num.-~ Emmons and LaVar Ax·
her two pick. My guess would be ringt.on, the Giants are
that they will trade it and my draft in need of another line·
board from the 1-10 picks will be backer to fill the void left by
worth as much as a signed Clay those two (albeit not a huge
Aiken CD • nothing. But as it stands void.) Look for the Giants to
now, Detroit will need a RB or QB, make an upgrade with pick-
Romeo Crennel in Cleveland will ing Paul Posluszny
draft his buddy Charlie Weis' from Penn State. One of those
golden boy Brady Quinn to try guys you don't have to worry about
and save his job. These moves will pulling out a gun in a night club or
let the most surefire pick in the fighting in a casino, Posluszny is a
draft to land in Jon Groden's hands class act and his g8.me follows along
- Calvin Johnson. those same lines, finlsh·
8) Atlanta Falcons ing 2006 with 116 tack·
At the eighth pick the les, 3 sacks, and first
major needs of the Falcons team All-American
will be off the board. The Fal· honors. Look for the
cons will pick Leon Hall of Giants to take a strong
Michigan. The star cor- look at Aaron Ross, cor-
nerback for the nerback from
Wolverines is urn- Texas: at this
versally thought of pick too.
as the best corner· 24) New Eng-
back in the draft, land Patriots
and paired with DeAn- Probably
gelo Hall in Atlanta, one of the
look for this guy to most athlet-
have a lot of passes ically gifted
thrown his way this players in
fall. Defensive Rookie of the draft
the Year? Possibly. this year
13) St. Louis Rams is Reggie
Jamaal Anderson, Nelson, a
defensive end, safety from
Arkansas. Now, this. Florida.
pick may be a With all of
stretch but I really feel his physical
this guy could be the gifts there remains
steal of the first round if he slips a major red flag about him: he's stu-
into the 18-25 pick range where pid. He has struggled academically
most mock drafts have him. I think throughout his years at Florida and
with his size (6'5", 2881bs) and actually spent a year at a commu-
speed (4.75) this guy comes right nity college because he did not meet
Rob D'Angelo
HenJdStoff
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What to look for in the NFL Draft
There are very few times during
the year that I get giddy with ex-
citement. I am not using the adjec-
tive 'giddy' as a
replacement for
'happy;' I mean I lit·
erally get giddy like
a school girl who got
asked out by her boy
crush.. One of those
events is the NFL
Draft. From-about
10 o'cloclt Saturday
morning until late
Sunday afternoon, I
am firmly planted on my couch with
a beer in hand watching ESPN. I
am a draft nerd. Writing for the
Hawk's Herald, I saw the perfect op-
portunity to publish my first mock
draft and truly prove to my parents
that they wasted $35,000 a year
because rd rather write my
draft column rather than
my psychology paper.
Sorry, Mom and Dad.
And with the first
pick in the 2007
NFL Draft
the ...
1.) Oakland
Raiders
Oakland
will take Ja-
Marcus Rus-
sell here.
The team
has DO one
to get the
ball to the
receivers they
already have, so
drafting. guy
like Calvin John-
son who will
touch the ball at
best 12 times a
game just does
not make sense here. Russell is guy
who has so much upside in being a
.franchise quarterback for the nen
12 years that the fall out of not
drafting him could be disastrous if
Troci and Mite wert' ali dolled upfor tMir
~Appearir.ren;ieu:$
the next two sets, 6-0, 6-1. Likewise. Morin took his
first set at No.5 singles, 6·3, before falling 6-1,6·4.
Coincidentally, the Hawks had fallen to the
Chargers earlier in the season on March 31 by the
same score of 5-4.
Though the Hawks will not be opposing Salve
Regina University this weekend for the eec Cham-
pionship, the team will bring back all but toNo of its
members next year. Morin and fellow senior Justin
Gregg are the only two seniors on the team's roster.
The team's final record is 12·10 overall. 6·2
again t conference opponents.
•
See SOX APPEAL: p. 11
winning two of the three doubles matches. RWU's
wins were close, as pair Dan Roberts and D'ana Morin
won 8-6, and pair Ryan Fayed and Jeff Agonia won by
the same score.
In singles competition, the Hawks also grabbed
wins in the top two matches. At No.1 singles, Jay
DonocoDtrolled his match with Brendan O'Neill. 6·1,
6·2. At No.2 doubles. Roberts defeated CSC's Daniel
Munsey, 6-1. 6-4.
The Ha.....ks' success, however. ended there, as
the Chargers took matchest~ through si.'i:. At No.
4 singles, Fayed won the first set 7·5. before dropping
It's plain and simple: the BostOn Red Sox have my heart. But f'ecentl)' my
obsession with the Red Sox has paid off in ways I could never have imagined.
This past February, as I was working as an intern at a sports radio sta-
tion in Providence, the executive producer showed me an e-mail that he re-
ceived_ It was the announcement of a new show called Sox Appeal that would
be airing on NESN, the official Red Sox station. I was especially excited. be·
cause, with my confidence, I decided that I would get on the show.
Here's how the show works. There is a person who is the "hero" who sits
at a Red Sox game and has three different blind dates. Each date lasts two in-
nings and by the 7th inning, the "hero" must decide who he or she wants to
spend the rest of the game with. If the person he or she picks does not feel a
mutual connection, the "hero" has to watch the rest of the game by him or
herself. And let's face it, who wants to sing "Sweet Caroline" in the middle of
the eighth inning alone?
I have Sox Appeal, do you?
Traci Harris
Special to the Herald
ks.on
onzon
RWU H....Games This W
Siturday, April 28
Baseball v. Cuny - 12 p.m,
Check
commoowealthcoaslconfereoce.com
for playoff times and locations for
baseball, softball, and me.sand
women's lacrosse
a
t e
Men's tennis team falls to Colby-Sawyer in'Cee semifinals
Michael Hurley
Sports Editor
The men's tennis team fell just one match shy of
defeating Colby·Sa'>\-yer College in the semifinals of
the Commonwealth Coast Conference Tournament,
as RWU lost 5-4 on Tuesday.
RWU had earned its spot in the semifinals by
oveI"POwering the Leopards ofWentworth Institute of
Technology by a score of 8-1 on Sunday.
Tuesday, however, the team ran into the Charg-
ers, who no..... advance to their third CCC final in four
years.
The Hawks got out to an early lead Tuesday,
